California House Shuffleboard Tables
California House Shuffleboard Tables are some of the finest shuffleboard tables made today with
features not found on anywhere else.

Standard:
Material
Beech Wood- Our boards start with a better selection of lumber. Instead of maple playfields, we make
ours out of beech, which is 11% more rigid and 19% more shock resistant than maple.
Finish
Choose from: American Walnut, Caramel, Driftwood, Espresso, Onyx, Tobacco, Traditional Cherry,
Traditional Mahogany
Playfield Thickness
Reduced playfield thickness from 3” to 2.125” to allow for the proper concavity adjustment and
playability of the boards.
Quality of Build
Double tongue-and-groove planks for superior strength and to allow for more glue surface between the
wood planks.
Playfield Superiority
Playfields are balance-sealed and topped with a two-part poured polymer resin built to an average of
1/8” thick. The polymer used resists yellowing and consists of 100% solids for a rock hard playing surface
that will last.
Climate Adjusters
Climate adjusters (beneath the playfield) are designed for superior fine-tuning and strength. Climate
adjusters keep the playfield slightly concave and under tension for proper play throughout the year. We
use a 1/2” diameter all-thread with 20 threads per inch so your installer can fine tune the playability of
the board.
Attention to Detail
Logo and scoring areas are not stickers or paint that is applied to the wood and then sealed with polymer
like everyone else. California House inlays our playfield with black walnut.
Padded Grade 1 Fabric End Collars
The decorative yet functional padded end collars protect your cradle from the random flying weight
(puck), gives you a perfect hand hold when shooting, and looks great.
Microfiber Alley Cloth

The alleys around the playfield are upholstered with polyester microfiber cloth that makes for easier
clean-up than the traditional carpeting. (Cloth options are nearly endless, please contact us for a full list
of cloth varieties.)

For additional costs the following options are available:
Length
All California House Shuffleboard Tables are available in 9’, 12’, 14’, 16’, or 18’ lengths and are
32” wide overall. The playfields are all 20” wide.
Finish color
Choose from: Old English, Old Pecan, Designer Grey on Oak, Medium on Oak, Dark on Oak, Mission
Cherry on Oak or Rustic White Oak
Custom Walnut Inlay Logo
Have your very own custom logo inlaid into your shuffleboard with walnut to make a lasting impression.
Leather and Grade 2 Fabric Collars
Leather Collars
Leather offers the best in durability and puck deflection, for a long lasting end collar.
Other fabric and color styles available.

Premium Features
**Premium features exclusively available by contacting one of our sales representatives. **
Finish Treatment
Choose one or more of these unique finish treatments:
Distressed- To make the product look as if it is older and has been used for many years.
Hi-Lo- A finishing technique where edges are airbrushed with a slightly darker yet complimentary
color.
Antiqued- Similar to distressing, adds dents and other effects while removing color on corners
and edges to simulate years of use.
Glazed- A black substance is sprayed on, allowed to dry and wiped off. Is made to highlight
distressing. Creates a richer, visually deeper, slightly darker appearance.
Old World- Combination of heavy Distressing, Antiquing and Glazing.
Matte- Matte finish is a lower sheen level.
Painted Finish Match (Benjamin Moore etc.)- Call for more information.
Customer Finish Match- Call for more information.
Split Playfield
Your playfield is manufactured in two pieces for ease of moving and installation.

Grade 2 Fabric
For a different pattern or more fabric durability upgrade to Grade 2 Fabric on your end collar.

